
What the heck is a thesis statement? 
 
What is a thesis statement first of all? A thesis statement is the controlling idea for your 
essay. It presents your opinion on a subject that is focused and is worthy of your 
consideration. You may think of the thesis as the essay’s hub—the central point around 
which all the other material revolves. Your thesis determines what does and does not 
belong in the essay. The thesis, especially when it occurs early in an essay, also helps 
focus the reader on the piece’s central point. 
 
Writing an effective thesis 
 
What makes a thesis effective? Generally expressed in one or two sentences, a thesis 
statement often has two parts. One part presents your paper’s limited subject; the other 
presents your point of view, or attitude, about the subject. Here are some examples of the 
way you might move from general subject to limited subject to thesis statement. In each 
thesis statement, the limited subject is underlined once and the attitude is in bold. 
 
General Subject  Limited Subject  Thesis 
 
Education   Computers in elementary Computer programs in 
    school arithmetic classes arithmetic can individualize  
        instruction more effectively  

than the average 
elementary school teacher 
can. 

 
Transportation   A metropolitan transit  Although the city’s transit  
    system    system still has problems, it  
        has become safer and more 

efficient in the last two 
years. 

 
Work    College internships  College internships provide  
        valuable opportunities to  

      students uncertain about  
what to do after 
graduation. 

 
Our anti-child world  Special problems that   Being a parent today is 
    parents face raising   much more difficult than it 
    children today   was a generation ago. 
 
 
 



Because identifying your thesis statement is an important step in writing a sharply 
focused essay, you need to avoid three common problems that lead to an ineffective 
thesis. 
 
Three things to avoid in writing your thesis: 
 

1) Don’t make an announcement. Some writers use the thesis statement merely to 
announce the limited subject of their paper and forget to indicate their attitude 
toward the subject. Such statements are announcements of intent, not thesis 
statements. 

Example: My essay will discuss whether a student pub should exist on campus. 
 
How could you turn this into an acceptable thesis statement?  
 
2) Don’t make a factual statement. Your thesis and thus your essay should focus 

on an issue capable of being developed. If a fact is used as a thesis, you have no 
place to go; a fact generally doesn’t invite much discussion. Factual statements 
are what you can use as evidence to back up and support your original thesis, but 
they cannot operate as the thesis. Notice the difference between a factual 
statement in the example below and a thesis statement. Which one is the thesis? A 
or B? 

 
Example: A) Many businesses pollute the environment. B) Tax penalties should 
be levied against businesses that pollute the environment. 

 
3) Don’t make a broad statement. Avoid stating your thesis in vague, general, or  

sweeping terms. Broad statements make it difficult for readers to grasp your 
essay’s point. Moreover, if you start with a broad thesis, you’re saddled with the 
impossible task of trying to develop a book-length idea in an essay that runs only 
several pages. The examples contrast a statement that is too broad with a thesis 
statement that is focused effectively. Which is the broad statement and which is 
the thesis? 
 
Example 1: A) High school diplomas have been devalued by grade inflation. 
          B) Nowadays, high school education is often meaningless. 
 
Example 2: A) The computer revolution is not all that we have been led to 
believe it is. 
         B) Home computers are still an impractical purchase for many 
people. 
 
 

  Points taken from The Longman Reader 


